Abstract. A hydroxyethylcellulose-poly(acrylic acid) (HEC-PAA) lyomatrix was developed for ganciclovir (GCV) intestine targeting to overcome its undesirable degradation in the stomach. GCV was encapsulated within the HEC-PAA lyomatrix prepared by lyophilization. Conventional tablets were also prepared with identical GCV concentrations in order to compare the GCV release behavior from the lyomatrix and tablets. GCV incorporation (75.12%) was confirmed using FTIR, DSC, and TGA. The effect of GCV loading on the microstructure properties of the lyomatrix was evaluated by SEM, AFM, and BET surface area measurements. The in vitro drug release study showed steady and rapid release profiles from the GCV-loaded lyomatrix compared with the tablet formulation at identical pH values. Minimum GCV release was observed at acidic pH (≤40%) and maximum release occurred at intestinal pH values (≥90%) proving the intestinal targeting ability of the lyomatrix. Kinetic modeling revealed that the GCV-loaded lyomatrix exhibited zero-order release kinetics (n=1), while the tablets were best described via the Peppas model. Textural analysis highlighted enhanced matrix resilience and rigidity gradient (12.5%, 20 Pa) for the GCV-loaded lyomatrix compared to the pure (7%, 9.5 Pa) HEC-PAA lyomatrix. Bench-top MRI imaging was used to confirm the mechanism of GCV release behavior by monitoring the swelling and erosion rates. The swelling and erosion rate of the tablets was not sufficient to achieve rapid zero-order GCV release as with the lyomatrix. These combined results suggest that the HEC-PAA lyomatrix may be suitable for GCV intestinal targeting after oral administration.
INTRODUCTION
Herpes virus is a popular viral infection of the skin or mucous membranes (1) . The lesions produced by herpes virus are overwhelmingly painful, burning, or pruritic, and resort to recur in most patients (2) . Short-term therapy with acyclovir can accelerate the healing of an acute outbreak, and continual oral administration of acyclovir is always specified (3) . GCV is one of the FDA-approved drugs for treating herpes viruses. However, GCV has poor oral bioavailability (4), owing to its unfavorable degradation in the acidic gastric medium. This necessitates frequent administration of GCV. Recently, increased attention has been provided to polymers that are able to alter their volume and properties in response to pH stimulation for application in the design of specialized gastroprotective oral drug delivery systems (5) (6) (7) (8) .
Polyacrylic acid (PAA) possesses many desirable properties including the ability to exist as a liquid at pH≤5 and as a gel at pH≥7 (9) . The permeation of cations into the gelled polymer converts the gel back to a liquid (10) . Another polymer, hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC), is one of the most widely used cellulose derivatives with wide application in pharmaceutical formulation design, due to its non-toxicity and relatively low cost. As sensitivity to pH is required for optimal intestinal drug targeting, many polymers have been investigated (10) (11) (12) (13) . Such polymers demonstrated optimal swelling behavior at neutral pH with low swelling ratios at acid pH (9) . Furthermore, the water sorption potency of the polymers can be adjusted and enhanced via introducing interconnecting pores (14) (15) (16) .
The development of a specialized oral drug delivery formulation for zero-order release of GCV can decrease the frequency of dosing in a manner that is safe and non-toxic. Zero-order release is the most favorable kinetic pattern of drug release in order for drugs to overcome Fick's law. Two common techniques have been used to design zero-order drug release formulations. One involves combining two different surfaces through which drug must traverse to reach a holding volume and then move out to the delivery site (17) . The second technique is via preparation of a system through which drug is released by means of more than one mechanism. The incorporation of two mechanisms can, under well-defined conditions, provide a release profile which is relatively constant. Biphasic polymeric matrices have exploited the second technique as previously reported (18) .
Recently, improving the properties of conventional polymer matrices, especially the response rate, has been explored through several techniques such as the formation of porous/super-porous structures (19) , the addition of polymer particles within the polymer network, as well as cold treatment (20) or freeze-drying of the swollen polymer matrix (21) . The physically crosslinked polymer matrices can maintain their physical immutability due to the existence of reversible physical junction fields related to hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, chain entanglements, crystallinity, and/or ionic complication (22) . However, either PAA or HEC alone cannot support zero-order site-specific release of GCV to the small intestine. Therefore, the development of a blended HEC-PAA lyophilized matrix (termed a lyomatrix from here on) may provide desirable zero-order GCV release as well as intestinal targeting due polymeric property synergism.
The present study is the first report on the use of a HEC-PAA lyomatrix blend as a platform for site-specific zero-order release of GCV targeted to the small intestine after oral administration. The lyomatrix was prepared by blending and lyophilization of PAA and HEC with the aim of exploiting and enhancing the properties of both polymers as a block copolymeric structure. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was utilized as a plasticizer and a physical crosslinker due to its hydrogen bonding capability. The lyomatrix was loaded with GCV before the lyophilization process. GCV incorporation into the lyomatrix was investigated using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The effect of GCV addition on the microstructure and lyomatrix resilience was evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively by scanning electron microscope (SEM), atomic force microscope (AFM), Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area measurements, and textural analysis. The lyomatrix formed was also evaluated to determine the in vitro drug release profile. Herein, it was also hypothesized that the GCV release behavior, the lyomatrix swelling behavior, and the erosion rate were highly dependent on the formulation type (the lyomatrix vs. a conventional tablet system). Therefore, equivalent formulations were prepared in tablet form with the same GCV concentrations for comparison with the newly synthesized lyomatrix. The tablets were then also subjected to SEM, in vitro drug release analysis, and monitoring of hydration and erosion kinetics via bench-top magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in order to prove this hypothesis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Polyacrylic acid (PAA) (average M w =450,000 g/mol) and 2-hydroxyethylcellulose (M w = 90,000 g/mol) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louise, MO, USA). Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (87-89% hydrolyzed) (average M w = 13,000-23,000 g/mol) was also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louise, MO, USA). Ganciclovir (GCV) 500 mg intravenous infusion was purchased from Roche Products (Pty) Ltd/(Edms) Bpk (Australia). The water used was Milli-Q water from a Millipore Water Purification System.
Synthesis of the HEC-PAA lyomatrix and GCV-loaded formulations
The lyomatrix was prepared as follows: PAA and HEC (1:1) were dissolved in 50 mL of Milli-Q water to prepare a 10% blend at 70°C until a homogenous solution was obtained. Thereafter, 10 mL of PVA (10%) solution was added to the HEC/PAA polymer blend and stirred until the viscosity increased at room temperature (21°C). GCV was then loaded in the resulting solution, and the drug to polymer ratios were kept at 1:10 and 1:5. The resultant mixture was then frozen for 24 h at −80°C and thereafter lyophilized (Virtis2KBTXL-75 Benchtop SLC Freeze Dryer, UK) for 24 h at −64°C. Identical formulations were also prepared by incorporation of GCV after the lyophilization process followed by conventional tablet preparation. All samples were kept under a desiccator until further characterization. GCV-loaded formulations prepared are listed in Table I .
Determination of GCV-Loading Efficiency within the HEC-PAA Lyomatrix
The quantity of GCV loaded in the HEC-PAA lyomatrix was ascertained by grounding GCV-loaded samples and extraction of GCV in methanol by gentle heat over 12 h. The solution was then filtered, diluted with PBS, and analyzed by UV spectrophotometry (Lambda 25 UV/Vis Spectrophotometer, PerkinElmer, MA, USA) at a λ max of 254 nm using a calibration curve. All measurements were conducted in triplicate, and the % GCV-loading and encapsulation efficiency were calculated using Eqs. 1 and 2.
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In order to assess the effect of the lyomatrix on GCV stability and integrity, ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded for the lyomatrix formulations (LMF1 and LMF2) for characteristic functional group determination using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 2000 FTIR spectrometer, employing a singlereflection diamond MIRTGS detector (PerkinElmer Spectrum 100, Lantrisant, Wales, UK). All samples were analyzed by a universal ATR polarization accessory for the FTIR spectrum series at a resolution of 4 cm −1
. Specimens were placed on a diamond crystal running each sample at 100 iterations to reduce the signal to noise ratio to a minimum of 10, in the range of 4000-600 cm −1 under a constant pressure of 120 psi.
Thermal Characterization of the GCV-Loaded HEC-PAA Lyomatrix
In order to examine the influence of the lyomatrix on the GCV crystallinity, the thermal behavior of the lyomatrix before and after GCV loading was determined by differential scanning calorimetry (Mettler Toledo, DSC1, STARe System, Schwerzenback, Switzerland). Samples (10 ± 1 mg) were placed into 40-μL aluminum pans and heated from 20 to 500°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min. In addition, TGA of samples was undertaken to evaluate the lyomatrix formulation stability as a function of temperature under a N 2 atmosphere with a flow rate of 30 mL/min and heating rate of 10°C/min. Pyris6 software was used to perform the thermal analysis. Heating was ramped from 30 to 900°C. All tests were undertaken in triplicate (N=3).
Evaluation of GCV Loading on the Morphology and Microstructure of the HEC-PAA Lyomatrix
In order to determine the effect of GCV loading on the morphology and microstructural properties of the lyomatrix formulations, the microarchitecture before and after GCV loading was qualitatively assessed by SEM and AFM. Quantitative analysis was performed by determining the surface area, average pore diameter, and total pore volume employing BET surface area measurements. The lyomatrix formulations before and after GCV loading were investigated using a Phenom TM SEM (FEI Company, OR, USA). The tablet formulations (TF1 and TF2) were also visualized for comparison with the internal structure of the lyomatrix formulations (LMF1 and LMF2). The lyomatrix formulations were coated with gold using a gold-sputter coating (SPI Module TM Sputter Coater, SPI Supplies, PA, USA) and were fixed on the SEM sample holders using adhesive carbon tape. In addition, the surface topography transitions of the lyomatrix before and after GCV loading were observed by AFM with a tapping mode in air using a Dimension 3100 Veeco AFM. All images were generated using commercial high-resolution tapping mode silicon probes with an 8-nm tip radius. The free air oscillation amplitude was typically 75%, and the cantilever resonance frequency was 300 kHz. The BET surface area measurements were measured using a Porositometric Analyzer (Micromeritics ASAP2020, Norcross, GA, USA), whereby 100 mg of samples underwent two stages of analysis, firstly, following a degassing phase and thereafter an absorption and desorption cumulative phase for accurate analysis of the surface area and micrometric parameters.
Comparative In Vitro GCV Release Analysis from HEC-PAA Lyomatrix and Tablet Formulations GCV release studies were undertaken using a USP 33 apparatus II (Erweka DT 700 GmbH Germany). GCV-loaded formulations (N=3) were submerged in the dissolution vessel and covered with a stainless steel ring-mesh assembly in order to avoid the paddle inflicting physical/mechanical damage to the samples and potentially influencing the release profiles obtained due to disturbed hydrodynamics (23) . All vessels were comprised 900 mL simulated gastrointestinal fluid (GIF) at varying pH values (pH 1.2, 4, 6.8, and 7.4) at 37°C. The rotating paddle was adjusted at 50 rpm, and the dissolution apparatus was calibrated for a 4 h run at pH 1.2, 4 h at pH 4, 8 h at pH 6.8, and 8 h at pH 7.4 with samples taken at 1-h intervals. Sampling involved the removal of 5 mL of dissolution media with subsequent replacement of fresh buffer in order to preserve sink conditions. Samples were then measured by UV spectroscopy to determine the GCV concentration at 254 nm as previously reported (24) . In order to compare the release behavior of the GCV-loaded lyomatrix formulations (LMF1 and LMF2) with the tablet formulations (TF1 and TF2), the corresponding tablet formulations containing the same GCV concentrations as the lyomatrix formulations were prepared for drug release analysis.
Analysis of the GCV Release Kinetics from the HEC-PAA Lyomatrix
The release data of the lyomatrix formulations were modeled using different kinetic equations with a view to determine their mechanisms and kinetics of drug release. In addition, GCV release from unsophisticated systems may be described by the famous power law Eq. 3 (25) :
where M t and M ∞ are the quantities of the released drug at time t and the overall quantity released, respectively; K 1 is a release constant; and n is a release exponent indicative of the release mechanism. In order to predict the diffusion behavior, the Peppas-Sahlin Eq. 4 may be used (26) .
where K 1 is the Fickian kinetic constant and K 2 is the relaxational/dissolution rate constant (i.e., anomalous transport). Drug release from devices with surface erosion and different geometries also have been analyzed by the Hopfenberg Model (27) that proposes applicability to either a slab, cylinder, or sphere showing heterogeneous erosion (Eq. 5). 
where L R is the restricted log-likelihood function evaluated at final fixed parameter estimates and the final variance parameter estimates, and 's' is the rank of the fixed effects design matrix X plus the number of parameters in θ (i.e., s = rank(X)+dim(θ)). The linear mixed effects module also uses the smaller-isbetter form of the SBC shown in Eq. 7.
where L R is as described above, N is the number of observations used, r is the rank of the fixed effects design matrix X, and s is the rank of the fixed effects design matrix X plus the number of parameters θ (i.e., s=rank(X)+dim(θ)).
Analysis of the Physicomechanical Behavior of the HEC-PAA Lyomatrix
Matrix resilience (MR) could be defined as the competence of the lyomatrix to realize energy while elastically deformed and release that energy after unloading. The rigidity gradient (RG) refers specifically to unit migration guided by gradients in lyomatrix rigidity. The deformation energy (DE) is defined as the absorbed energy that causes deformation of the lyomatrix (29) . In order to determine the influence of GCV loading on the physicomechanical properties of the lyomatrix formulations, the MR, RG, and DE values were determined from textural profiles generated before and after GCV loading using a Texture Analyser (TA.XTplus, Stable Microsystems, Surrey, UK). A compressive stress was applied by a textural probe onto the lyomatrix samples with dimensions of (10×10 mm) (L×D) according to the following conditions: pre-test speed=0.5 mm/s, starting compression force=1 kg, distance=5 mm (50% of sample length), test speed=1 mm/s, and acquisition rate=200 points/ s. Thereafter, the samples were allowed to recover to their original dimensions. The MR (%) was assessed according to the GCV concentration at 25°C.
MRI of the Hydrodynamic Behavior of the GCV-Loaded Tablet Formulations
As indicated, the reason for comparing the lyomatrix formulations (LMF1 and LMF2) with the tablet formulations (TF1 and TF2) was to prove the hypothesis that the swelling and erosion dynamics were highly dependent on the formulation type (lyomatrix or tablet) and significantly contributed to mechanism of achieving zero-order GCV release from the HEC-PAA lyomatrix. To evaluate the hydrational swelling and erosion rate, tablets with dimensions of (1×5 mm) (L× D) were prepared from the lyomatrix and were loaded with identical GCV concentrations. A digital MARAN-ip System configured with a DRX2 HF spectrometer console (Oxford Instruments Magnetic Resonance, Oxon, UK) and with a compact 0.5 Tesla permanent magnet stabilized at 37°C was used to generate in situ images of the swelling and erosion dynamics of the tablet formulations. Monitoring of the swelling and erosion behavior of the GCV-loaded tablets was undertaken in PBS (pH 6.8; 37°C). The cone-like lower region of the cell was filled with glass beads to provide laminar flow at 16 mL/ min of the used solvents. This was undertaken after configuring, optimizing the shims, and probe tuning. The tablet formulations were then placed in position each time within the cell which in turn was positioned in a magnetic bore, and magnetic resonance images were acquired every 10 min over 24 h with MARAN-iV1.0 software. The images were obtained after setting the frequency offset and testing gain utilizing RINMR V5.7 under a continuous solvent flow with bio-relevant buffers.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Assessment of the Synthesized HEC-PAA Lyomatrix
The method used for preparation of the HEC-PAA lyomatrix loaded with GCV did not include the use of any organic solvents. Moreover, the entrapment efficiency values ranged from 73.41 to 75.12%. It is worth highlighting that the GCV concentration and lyophilization technique had no effect on the entrapment efficiency. Lyophilization has an advantage in that the GCV was exposed to lower thermal stress. A further advantage is that the risk of phase segregation was reduced directly as the solution was vitrified (29) .
Evaluation of the Vibrational Transitions of the GCV-Loaded Lyomatrix
FTIR bands of the lyomatrix, pure GCV, and the GCVloaded lyomatrix are presented in Table II . The transmission spectra of the lyomatrix before and after drug loading are shown in Fig. 1 . Both F1 (10% GCV) and F2 (20% GCV) exhibited typically identical bands for the native HEC-PAA lyomatrix, suggesting that GCV was encapsulated inside the lyomatrix without any observed effect on the chemical integrity of GCV.
Thermal Analysis of the GCV-Loaded HEC-PAA Lyomatrix
It is well known that the crystallinity of drug is an important factor in drug solubility. Therefore, the thermal behavior of the GCV-loaded lyomatrix was determined using DSC analysis to investigate the lyomatrix effect on the crystallinity of loaded GCV. An endothermic peak was observed at approximately 100°C for all samples due to the minute quantity of moisture present in the samples as shown in Fig. 2a . Pure GCV was amorphous with a T g of 50± 4°C, and a broad melting endothermic peak between 270 and 315°C was recorded as previously reported (4, 34) . The HEC-PAA lyomatrix and GCV-loaded lyomatrix showed identical crystallization behavior. It was notable that the increase in the melting endotherm of the GCV-loaded samples (320°C) compared to both pure GCV (254°C) and the HEC-PAA lyomatrix (230°C) suggested an elevation of crystallinity. The thermal transition of the GCV may be attributed to the increased interaction between modular groups of the lyomatrix with pure GCV which hindered the free rotation of the polymeric chains in the lyomatrix. Moreover, TGA results revealed that the initial mass loss of 2-5% was due to physisorbed water, which was followed by mass loss due to GCV>100-300°C. The lyomatrix decomposed above 300°C and completely degraded at 450°C as shown in Fig. 2b . A similar result was reported by Ganesh and co-workers (35) . Figure 3 depicts the SEM images of the lyomatrix, pure GCV, and GCV-loaded samples. The SEM image of pure GCVexhibited small fragment-like particles (Fig. 3a) . The HEC-PAA lyomatrix showed a highly interconnected porous structure (Fig. 3b) . The pores were the regions of water permeation and interaction sites for external stimuli with hydrophilic groups of the lyomatrix (31). The GCV-loaded lyomatrix demonstrated differing morphology compared with the native lyomatrix (Fig. 3e) due to the presence of GCV. As expected, a compact morphology was observed for the tablets loaded with GCV (Fig. 3d) . The different morphology and microstructure for both the lyomatrix and tablet explains and supports the hypothesis that swelling, erosion rate, and release behavior were affected by the formulation type. In other words, the porous structure of the newly formed lyomatrix provided an advantage over the conventional tablet formulation, as the tablet required more time to form channels for GCV release, whereas the lyomatrix architecture enabled immediate GCV release.
Morphological Assessment of the GCV-Loaded Lyomatrix
To obtain additional evidence on GCV incorporation into the lyomatrix, AFM spectroscopy was undertaken. From a viewpoint of direct observation of polymeric systems, a lyomatrix can be relatively easily identifiable via such observations since they have a characteristic microstructure partitioned by the constituent polymer chains. Several studies have been reported using AFM aimed to directly observe the characteristic mesh structure of polymer matrices (36) (37) (38) (39) . SEM images of the lyomatrix before and after GCV loading exhibited a porous and rough morphology compared with the traditional tablet. Therefore, AFM analysis was conducted. AFM offered the unique possibility to quantifying the roughness of the surfaces with high resolution, thus allowing evaluation of the changes promoted by GCV incorporation. The HEC-PAA lyomatrix exhibited high roughness owing to its large porous structure as confirmed by SEM images. Upon loading of GCV, an important alteration in surface topography was achieved. A higher number of smaller grains agglomerated into chain-like structures producing a smoothed GCV-loaded lyomatrix surface, as illustrated in Fig. 3c , f. Similar to these findings, Milosavljevi and co-workers (40) explained the presence of small grain aggregates on the surface of a hydrogel due to Cd 2+ ions adsorption. In this case, the presence of grains and the flattened surface is due to GCV entrapment. 
BET Surface Area Measurements of the GCV-Loaded Lyomatrix
The effect of GCV loading on the lyomatrix was quantitatively estimated using BET surface area measurements. Table III demonstrates the effect of GCV incorporation on the BET surface area, average pore diameter, and total pore volume. It is worth noting that the higher GCV concentration the lower surface area and porosity. As was expected, the tablets exhibited very low surface area and porosity compared with the lyomatrix. These results are consistent with the SEM and AFM Fig. 2 . DSC thermograms of a HEC-PAA lyomatrix before and after GCV-loading and b TGA of HEC-PAA lyomatrix before and after GCV loading results. The microarchitecture properties of the GCVloaded samples were highly affected by the presence of GCV. The matrix resilience, swelling, and erosion were also affected by the GCV presence, which in turn altered the drug release behavior as reported previously (14) (15) (16) .
In Vitro Drug Release Studies
Comparative drug release studies were performed on the GCV-loaded lyomatrix and tablet formulation. Cumulative drug release as a function of time is shown in Fig. 4 . All samples exhibited minimum release of 20-60% at acidic pH (1.2 and 4.0) as shown in Fig. 4a , b, c, and d. On the other hand, all samples showed maximum release at neutral and slightly alkaline pH (6.8 and 7.4) as shown in Fig. 4c, d confirming the intestinal targeting of GCV from the lyomatrix system. Generally, all GCV-loaded lyomatrix samples displayed rapid zero-order release over 4 h up to 100%. However, the tablet formulation showed controllable up curving release characteristics with 90% of GCV released over 8 h. These results could be explained owing to the highly porous nature of the lyomatrix compared to the compact nature of the traditional tablets (Fig. 3d) and as reported previously (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) . It is also highlighted that PAA is a highly super absorbent polymer. In addition, changing the pH of the medium significantly affected the swelling capacity. The lyomatrix incorporates carboxylate groups within its structure due to the presence of PAA. The acidic pH environment prevented ideal anion-anion repulsion of the carboxylate groups. The shielding of the carboxylate groups decreased the swelling capacity. Furthermore, it had been reported previously that at acidic pH values, low electrostatic repulsion occurs between the carboxylic acid groups of the PAA backbone, consequently decreasing polymeric matrix swelling and minimizing drug release by diffusion (42) . Conversely, in alkaline media, the OH-presence elevates the electrostatic repulsion between carboxylate groups, raises the swelling ability, and thus increasing drug release (43) . The drug release studies at different pH values indicated that lower release was observed at gastric pH with maximum release at intestinal pH values (4.0-6.8). These in vitro results may be used further as a prediction for GCV in vivo drug release behavior and bioavailability enhancement of GCV after oral dosing.
Analysis of Drug Release Kinetics
Tables IV and V list the values from applying the release data to different kinetic models. The diffusion exponent of the GCV-loaded tablet formulation was found to be >1 (n>1) ( Table V) with comparatively low AIC, SBC, and higher R 2 values. These results indicated super case II transport (Korsmeyer-Peppas model and or Peppas-Sahlin model) which revealed that the tablet release behavior was due to a combination of diffusion into the swollen polymer and the polymer relaxation process (26) (27) (28) . In super case II transport, the release curve was linear for an exponential function of the release versus time. The slower release rate of GCV from the tablets, compared with the lyomatrix, was due to more time consumed in creating pores and channels and consequently supporting solvent permeation with slow increments in drug release. On the other hand, the diffusion exponent (Table IV) was approximately equal to 1 (n=1) for the GCV-loaded lyomatrix with comparatively low AIC, SBC, and higher R 2 values. This implied that the release of GCV was case II or zeroorder transport. For systems exhibiting case II transport, the dominant mechanism for drug transport is due to polymer matrix relaxation as reported previously (9, 35) . The higher and more constant release observed for the GCVloaded lyomatrix was due to the interconnected highly porous structure compared to the tablet formulation as confirmed by the SEM and AFM results. These pores facilitated the rapid hydration and swelling of the lyomatrix which in turn enhanced the release behavior of GCV from the lyomatrix. To date, the available excipients for oral drug delivery of GCV do not fully assure the advantages of zero-order GCV release with low release at gastric pH (1.2) compared with intestinal pH values (4.0-6.8). Therefore, these results potentially recommend the implementation of the HEC-PAA lyomatrix for intestinal targeting of GCV oral administration
Analysis of the Physicomechanical Behavior of the Lyomatrix
In order to estimate the GCV loading, the effect on the physicomechanical behavior of the lyomatrix textural analysis studies was conducted. MR attributed to the ability of the material to revert to its original structure after the application of a deforming force, and it is represented as a percentage of the ratio between the area under the compression and area under decompression curves (44) . Textural analysis revealed that the MR, RG, and DE were dependent on the samples microstructure as shown in Fig. 5 . The results indicated that the higher GCV concentration the lower DE. On the other hand, the higher drug concentrations the higher MR (%) and RG. These results could be explained due to higher drug concentration causing a decrease in porosity as well as surface area (Table III) , suggesting that there was a high correlation between the presence of GCV and the mechanical properties of the lyomatrix. In order to investigate the relatively low GCV release from tablet formulation compared with the lyomatrix, MRI swelling and erosion monitoring studies were conducted on the GCV-loaded tablets and further qualitative confirmatory evidence. Figure 6 displays the MRI images obtained for the GCV-loaded tablets obtained at 0, 4, and 8 h corresponding to the GCV release time. The release medium (PBS: pH 1.2, 4.0, 6.8, and 7.4) is represented by the light region surrounding the formulation. As the tablet swelled, the darker, un-hydrated portions of the formulation became white due to hydration as illustrated in Fig. 6c (29,45-47 ). The bioavailability of GCV after oral administration was studied by Anderson and coworkers (48) . Their results confirmed that the degradation of GCV occurred under gastric pH conditions. Accordingly, the GCV-loaded tablets were assessed at both gastric and intestinal pH values in order to fully simulate the GIT milieu.
The erosion front and swelling regions were used to monitor the swelling rate of the lyomatrix tablets at different pH values. It is highlighted that the lowest gelling rate and rapid drug release was noticed at pH 6.8 and 7.4 (Fig. 4f, h ) due to the highest erosion rate. In contrast, the highest gelling rate and slowest drug release were observed at pH 1.2 and 4.0 (Fig. 4b, d ) due to the lowest erosion rate. These results were due to the pH sensitivity of the HEC-PAA lyomatrix based on the carboxylic group of PAA polymer (42, 43) as previously discussed under the drug release section. The made the erosion rate increase at neutral and slightly alkaline pH and decreased at acidic pH values. It is worthy to note that the tablets displayed a swelling and erosion resistance at acidic pH compared at neutral and slightly alkaline pH values. This result affirmed the success of the tablet in achieving intestinal targeting of GCV. However, the erosion rate was not sufficient to produce dissolution channels through the tablet that facilitated rapid zero-order GCV release as observed for the lyomatrix. These results could also be explained due to the highly porous nature of the lyomatrix, while the tablets possessed a more compact structure as confirmed by SEM. Thus porosity had a pertinent role in the hydration, swelling, and erosion of the lyomatrix to affect controlled drug release (5, 7, 8) .
CONCLUSIONS
A GCV-loaded lyomatrix was synthesized and investigated for its utility in intestinal targeting after oral administration. The lyomatrix provided rapid zero-order release kinetics of GCV compared to a tablet formulation. This was confirmed by Korsmeyer-Peppas release kinetic modeling. The success of intestinal targeting was dependent on pH sensitivity of the lyomatrix. This was proved by in vitro drug release and MRI hydration and erosion studies. The physicomechanical and micro-architectural properties were found to be dependent on the GCV concentration. These findings concluded that the lyomatrix is capable of delivering GCV to the intestine and the drug release behavior is regulated mainly by the microstructure of the lyomatrix. Although the lyomatrix produced by co-processing of two well-known biocompatible polymers is pharmaceutically characterized in this component of the work, detailed ex vivo and preclinical in vivo testing will be the next phase to confirm potential bioavailability enhancement of GCV. 
